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This paper is motivated by the use of rings with involution of the second kind 
in the theory of central simple algebras of exponent 2; viz., Albert [l], Racine 
[ll], Tignol [16], and Amitsur et al. [5, Sect. 61. We present the idea after 
recalling some basic facts. An involution is an antiautomorphism of degree 2. 
If  R is simple finite dimensional over its center F (written [R] E Br(F)) then any 
involution induces an automorphism of F of degree <2; we say the involution 
has $rst (resp. second) kind if this induced automorphism has degree 1 
(resp. 2). 
R has an involution of the first kind i f f  R OF R is a matrix algebra, i.e., [R] 
has exponent 2 in l&(F). Write lb,(F) for (all [R] E h(F) having exponent 2) 
Also, if (*) is an involution of R, write Z(R, *) = {o E F ] 01* = o]; conversely 
if [F: C] = 2 write Br,(F/C) = ([RI E B,(F) 1 R has an involution (*) with 
has an involution (*) with C = Z(R, *)}. Note that this is well defined by 
[l, Theorem 10.131. 
Suppose [R] E B,(F). For any quadratic extension Fl of F, one easily sees 
[R @rIJr] E Br,(F,/F), so we have a homomorphism #: Br,(F)-+Br,(F,/F) 
which is well defined, by [l, Theorem 10.131. This raises the question as to 
whether IJ is onto. (Clearly ker (G = ([D] 1 D is a quaternion division algebra 
with Fl as a maximal subfield.) Tignol [16] showed that # is indeed onto. The 
object of this paper is to view the situation in the light of crossed products, 
thereby strenghtening Tignol’s result. 
Using general methods, we give a characterization of cyclic division algebras 
of exponent 2 which shows (in the presence of enough roots of 1) that they are 
similar to tensor products of quaternion algebras; also, a method of degree 
reduction is given in Section 4 which it is hoped may lead to counterexamples. 
* The research of the author is supported by the Anshel Pfeffer Chair. 
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1. ABELIAN EXTENSIONS OF CROSSED PRODUCTS 
In this section (and also the next section) we generalize Amitsur and Saltman 
[6] as follows: Suppose K is a Galois field extension of a field F with Galois group 
G = GI x G, , where Ga is Abelian; we wish to find a way to describe simple 
F-algebras of degree j G 1 with maximal subfield K. Well, take such an algebra R, 
and let Kr be the fixed subfield of K with respect to GI . Then R, = C,(K,) 
is a simple K,-algebra of degree 1 Gr 1 with maximal subfield K, so we can write 
R, as a crossed product (K, G, , (Us,,)), where {Us,, 1 p, 7 E G,} is a factor set. 
Now write G, = (ur) x ... x (u,), where each (ui) is a cyclic group of 
order mi ; then m1m2 ... m, = / G, I. Take a, in R for each 7 such that .a,xz;’ = 
T(X) for each x in K and, for all p, T, in z,z,.z,-,’ = u,,, ; take xi in R such that 
Z~XZ;~ = ui(x) for each x in K. (Here up will denote, “First 7 and then p.“) 
Define u. = zz z:?z-~ 7 ) uij = xixjx~lx~l, 
all T E Gy. Cleir;y’each uii , 
andbi=.zyforeachi,I <i,j<q, 
uij and bi are in C,(K) = K; moreover, arguing 
exactly as in [6, Lemma 1.21, we have the following result, letting Ni(x) = 
xq(x) .*. up-‘(x): 
LEMMA 1.1. The following conditions are satisfied for all i, j, all r E G, : 
(1) uii = 1 and u;’ = uji for all i, j; 
(2) Ui(Ujk) Uj(Uri) Uk(Uij) = Uj$LKiUij fM all i, j, k in {l,..., 4); 
(2’) ui(u$) T(u~~) U,(Q) = UF:UkiUi, fm ~11 i, k E (I,..., q}, all T in Gr ; 
(2”) ui(Uo,,) uiv = Uipp(Uir)Uo,, for all i, all p, 7 in GI , where v  = up; 
(3) Ni(Nj(Uij)) = 1 fOY all i, j; 
(4) uj(bi)bT1 = Ni(uji) for all i, j; 
(4’) -r(bJb;l = Nz(ui7)-l for all 7 E GI , all i. 
Proof. Conditions (l), (2), (3), and (4) are from [6, Lemma 1.21, and (2’), (4’) 
are seen analogously. It remains to verify (2”). Well from zea, = u+,zi we see 
that the following terms are equal (for v = up): 
xpxixr = u~lxixpx, = upTplxiup 7 .x = uz$7i(up J xix, = U~bi(Up ,) Ui”X”Xi y 
and Z,u,,ZTi = P(z+T)z$,z~ = ~(zQ,)u,,~,,z~ , whence (2”) comes immediately. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.2. Conditions (l), (2), and (4) imply (3); condition (2) is subsumed 
by (1) unless i, j, k are distinct; condition (2’) is subsumed by (1) unless i # k. 
(Proofs are immediate.) 
THEOREM 1.3. Given {u,,, , ui7 , u,~ I p, T E GI , 1 < i, j < q> satisfying (I), 
(2), (2’), (2’7, and (3), then we can$nd b1 ,..., b, satisfying (4) and (4’). 
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Proof. We recall the Eilenberg-MacLane nonhomogeneous cohomology 
(described in [9, p. 117]), h w ere G, H are groups, H Abelian, with G acting as 
a group of automorphisms on H and C”(G, H) is the set of all functions 
f : G’“) -+ H: 
(Ff )(g1 T...T &a+,) = f (gz T”.? &+1) + (-lY+lgn+l(f (g, v,gn)) 
+ *g (-l>df (8, >**.9 gigi+ P-.*9 &+I)* 
Now take H = K - {0), rewriting the group operation of H multiplicatively. 
It is well known that the first cohomology group is 0. (Indeed, for f cz Cl(G, H), 
by Artin’s theorem on the linear independence of characters, there is x in H 
with a = ‘&of(g) g(x) # 0; if Sf = 0 it follows f(g) = g(u)” a for each g 
in G, implying f is a coboundary.) Let us interpret this for G = Gr x Ga . 
Let cij = Ni(uji) and cis = No”. Define fi E Cl(G, H) by taking an 
arbitrary u = 041 *** c@ in G, and, for each r in G1 , 
fi(TU) = Ci,T (n Us “. U~-i~U~‘(4j)) ) 
the product taken over all 1 <j < q, 0 < p < tj . To check whether fi is a 
cocycle we need see for each g, , gs in G, and for each i, that 
C-t> fdg,gJ = gdfdg,)) fdge) for all g, , g2 in G, all i. 
This is true by definition if g, E G, and g, E G, . At any rate, applying Ni 
respectively to (2), (2’), and (2”) yields 
(5) Uj(&) u&j)-’ = C&J, SO CijUj(Ci,) = CikUk(Cij), 
(6) T(G) &is)-1 = wzl, so w(d = w&J, 
(7) c;l = c&(c&l, so civ = cipp(ci,), where v = up, and (3) yields 
Nj(cij) = 1. 
By (7) we see that (t) holds for all g, , g, in G, , so we now have (t) whenever 
g2EG1andg,EG,yGs. Also, 
= C<jUj(Ci7) T(Uj(Cij) *” Utf-l(Cij)) 
= CijUj(CijUj(C~~)) T(Uj”(Cij) *” U;-‘(Clj)) 
= . . . = CijUj(Cij) . -* u;-ycii) a&), 
seen by applying (6) repeatedly, so fi(TUjt) = Uit(fd(T)) fi(ujt). Repeating this 
argument shows (j-) holds for all gr in G1 , g, in Ga . 
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Now for all p, 7 in G, , CJ in G, , we have 
f&u+) = fi(4V)) = ~P(fik)) fi(T> = f44f44) h(4) fi(P) = P(fi(d) fib). 
Likewise, for g, , g, both in G, , (3) and (5) together yield (t). Thus, for CJ, u’ 
in G, , we get 
fi((4 4 = fi(du4) = dada)) fi(4 = UU’(fi(4) u’(fi(4 fdu’) 
= U’(U(fi(4) fi(4) fi(u’> = 4fi(4) fi(4 
Hence, (t) holds for all g, in G, g, in G, . 
Finally, we now have for all g, , g, = TU in G, that 
fibw2) = f&l44 = ai(m9) h(u) = 4+&lN fk>) fit4 
= &M&N U(fi(d) f&> = &kfi(g1N f&d> 
provingfi is a cocycle. 
But thereforef$ is a coboundary, i.e., for some bl in K - (0) we have 
Uj(bi) b;l = cij = N&4ji) and T(b,) b;l = Ci, = Ni(UJ1 
for all j, all 7, which is (4) and (4’). Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.4. If we started with U = {U~,~ , ui, , uij 1 p, r E Gr , 1 < i, 
j < q} and B = (6, ,..., b,} satisfying Lemma 1.1, and subsequently found new 
@I ,..-, bi} by means of Theorem 1.3, then necessarily by’b; E F for all j. (Indeed, 
by (4) and (4’), b;lb, are fixed by each automorphism of G and are thus in F.) 
We now use the above description to characterize involutions which leave K 
invariant. 
THEOREM 1.5. Assume each ni = 2, 1 < i < q. Suppose K has an auto- 
morphism 5 of degree \(2 which commutes with every element of G. The following 
assertions are then equivalent: 
(i) R has an involution whose restriction-to K is 5; 
(ii) Modifying the uij , ui7 , and bi suitably we may assume the following 
additional conditions are satisjied for suitable elements c, in K with {(c,) = c, : 
(8) [(Q) uiuj(uij) = 1 for all i # j; 
(9) [(zQ,c,) = ui(ui,c,) for all i, all T in GI ; 
(10) [(bi) = b, for all i; 
(11) 5(%J %,r = c;‘p(c7) c, for all p, 7 in GI , with v = up. 
Proof. Before starting, let us note that (11) is equivalent to R, having an 
involution whose restriction to K is (p), by the argument given in [l, Theorem 
10.16]. 
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(i) -+ (ii). Suppose (*) is the given involution on R. Clearly (*) leaves R, 
invariant, and so restricts to an involution of R, . Taking xi such that zix$ = 
ui(x) for all x in K, replace xi by zi f zf, cf. proof of [5, Theorem 2.11. Let 
c, = %$, where z+z;~ = T(X) for all x in K. For each x in K, 
c,xc;l = z,z,*x(z,*)-‘z;’ = z,(z,-‘x*z,)*z;’ = Z,(T-‘(x*))*Z, 
= T(W’(&)))) = x, 
proving c, E K; obviously then l(c,) = c, . Moreover, 
~(~P,7k.7 = (x;l)*27*2~zD2,2;l = c,-1zy2,1c~~1cpz,~~~ 
= c;l&)c, , 
yielding (11). We get (8) as in [5, Theorem 2.11. Finally 
gu,> = (z,zl,z;‘z;‘)* = (z;‘)*(2;‘)*qx; 
= c~lz,z~12;lc*2i = c;1z~lui,2,z;1c,zi = c;-lq(u*,cJ 
since ui2 = 1, yielding (9). 
(ii) + (i). Supp ose * is the involution on R, given by (11). Extend (*) ( ) 
to R as follows: (Ct r& -*- z3)* = Et z> a*. z?r$ for t = (tr ,..., tJ, each ti 
in (0, I} and rt in R. To see that we have an involution, we need only check that 
(*) is an antiautomorphism (because then the degree clearly will be 2), which 
entails the following verifications: 
(x,x,)* = 5(x,x,> = 5(x,x,) = x2*x; for all x1 , xs in K; 
(x2,)* = z&(x) = zi*x*; 
for i > j, 
(zix)* = (ui(x)zi)* = 2dgui(x)) = t;(x)x, = x*zt*; 
(zi”)* = ll: = bi = (zt*)“; 
for i < j, (ziz,)* = zjz* = 2p;; 
(Z*Z.j)* = (U+jZ,jZ<)* = Z*Z.j[(U~j) = ZdZjUiUj(Zdji) = Uj$iiZj = Z,jZi; 
(z&)* = zi2,” = zj+k,*; 
(zizT)* = (ut,z,zi)* = zi2,*u; = a;2J’c,guJ 
= Zia;“Ui(Ui,C,) = z;lu~~2iui(u&) = z;lc,zf = 2,*2;“. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.6. In the proof of Theorem 1.5, we showed that the involution 
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of I?, is the restriction to Ri, of the involution of R. Also, in the proof of (ii) -+ (i), 
we could have taken a: = *zi instead of a$ = zi (since none of the computa- 
tions are affected adversely). 
Remark 1.7. Suppose 5 E G Modifying the proofs to [14, Propositions 5.4 
and 5.51, we see R has an involution of the first kind iff R has an involution 
whose restriction to K is 5. If [ = ‘or then looking at the centralizer of the fixed 
subfield of K under (ut , uZ), we may use [14, Theorem B] to find zr , zg 
which commute, i.e., u12 = 1. 
2. GENERIC ABELIAN EXTENSIONS OF CROSSED PRODUCTS 
K and G = G, x G, are as in Section 1. Changing the emphasis, we now 
assume R, = (K, Gr , (u~,~)) is given, and there is a set U = {ui7, uij j 1 < 
i, j < 4, 7 E G) u B,,, I p, T E Gr} satisfying (l), (2), (2’), (2’9, and (3). Our 
goal is to define a simple algebra containing R, , generic as a crossed product 
with respect to G. As in Section 1, this discussion is motivated by [6]. Let fi 
be the twisted polynomial ring R,[y, ,..., y,] with the following rules of multi- 
plication (for X, in K and i > j): 
I ( C XA) = ( 1 ui(xc> UG~) Yi and ~i~j = UijYjYi . 
TEG1 TE G, 
PROPOSITION 2.1. fi is a prime ring satisfying a polynomial identity; ; f  R, is 
a division ring then l? is a domain. G extends naturally to a group of automorphisms 
of W, ,...> &I, a commutative subring of I? where bi = yr. In fact these auto- 
morphisms are given (for p E G,) by p(bi) = Ni(ui,)-l bi and uj(bi) = Ni(uji) bi ; 
each of these automorphisms extends further to I?. 
Proof. Define 8, = R,[y r ,..., ~$1 C 8; by showing that each g in G lifts 
to & , we shall see that &+r is a skew polynomial ring in one indeterminate 
over I& , and thereby shall conclude inductively that a is a ring. 
Well, first if g = p E G, then we extend p to l& by the rules 
p(r) = X,Y.z,-1 for r in R,, P(YJ = ‘i;,‘i for 1 < i < t. 
To show this defines an automorphism we need to make the following verifi- 
cations: 
P(YJ P(YJ = UGIY&Yj = u$Ji(q) UijYjYi 
= u~l~j(u~l) P(U,j) YjYi = P(U,J qYpa,Y* = Pkj) P(Yj) P(YJ. 
(Here we used (2’).) 
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for all x in K. 
If g == oi then we extend oi to R, by the rules 
We need to verify 
Ui(J’j) Ui(J’k) = %jyj%kYk = uii”j(uik) %kYkYj = uk(“ii) %k”dUik) YkY5 
= ui(“fk) ?Lik~k%y5 = u&fk> ui(Yk> uih)- 
(We used (2).) 
ui(yj) uf(&) = uijYj”i7xr = %j”j(%) uj7z.rYj = uir”i(ut7) ‘(%) &Yj 
= ui(uj7) G-‘V45Yj = ui(“j7) ui(2~) ui(Yj)* 
(We used (2’)) 
U,(yj) Uj(X) = UijyjUi(X) = U~~j(~) Uijyj = Ui(“j(x)) ai( 
Having extended the generators of G to automorphisms of fit, we extend each 
automorphism naturally, by composition. This is what we wanted. 
Inductively, each l$ is prime, so i? is prime. (Likewise, if R, is a domain then 
each 8, is a domain, so a is also a domain.) Obviously each bi commutes with 
each element of K, and bibi = N,(N,(u,,)) bjbi = bibi . Thus K[b, ,..., b,] is 
a commutative ring, and it is easily seen that the previously defined extensions 
of ui and p yield the desired formulas. 
Finally, & is a finitely spanned left module over K[b, ,..., b,] and so (via the 
regular representation) is a homomorphic image of a subring of a matrix ring 
over K[b, ,..., b,] and thus satisfies a polynomial identity. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (Notation as in Proposition 2.1.) Let T (resp. K’, resp. F’) 
be the ring of central quotients of i? (resp. of K[b, ,..., b,], resp. of thefixed subring 
of K[b, ,..., b,] under G), cf. [12]. Then T is a central simple F’-algebra of degree 
1 G 1 and is in fact a crossed product, because K’ is a maximal sub$eld with Galois 
group G over F’. If R, is a division ring, then T is also a division ring. 
Proof. By standard PI-theory [12], T is simple with subfieIds K’ IF’. 
Products of the z, and yp, 0 < t, < ni , form a basis of T over K’, so T has 
degree ,( 1 G I. On the other hand, G extends naturally to a group of auto- 
morphisms of K’ having fixed subfield F’, implying j G 1 is the degree of T. 
481/63/r-4 
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By a dimension count F’ = Z(T). If Rx is a division ring then by Proposition 2.1, 
I? is a domain, so T is a division ring. Q.E.D. 
One may view the elements of I? as (skew) polynomials of the form r,y? . ..yfp. 
where yt E R, . Ordering the powers (tr ,..., t*) lexicographically, we get the 
useful notion of a leading monomial l(f) o f an element f of I?, and we shall use 
it as in [6]. 
THEOREM 2.3. (Notation as above.) Suppose we also are given elements 
b; ,..., bi of K such that U and (bi ,..., bb} satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 1.1. 
Then putting ai = (b&l b, , we have a, ,..., a, are elements of F’ algebraically 
independent over K, and Z(R) = F[a, ,..., a,] and F’ = F(a, ,..., a,). Cim- 
sequently, the homomorphic image of R obtained by specializing each b, to bi is 
is a central simple F-algebra of degree 1 G 1. Moreover, such 6; ,..., bi of K can 
always be found. 
Proof. (cf. [6, Theorem 2.31). The first assertion follows from Remark 1.4. 
Also clearly F[a, ,..., a,] C Z(A). Conversely, if f E Z(R) then, viewing f as a 
(skew) polynomial and inducting on the leading monomial, we see that each 
monomial off is in Z(a), f rom which it follows (by conjugating by the x, and yJ 
that each monomial off is in F[a, ,..., ad, so f E F[a, ,..., a,]. Thus Z(R) = 
F[a, ,..., 4, and so F’ = F(a, ,..., a,). The next assertion is standard; cf. 
[6, pp. 79-801. 
The final assertion is Theorem 1.3. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION AND REMARK 2.4. Write (R, , G, U, B) for the algebra found 
in Theorem 2.3, where B = {b; ,..., bi}, and write (R, , G, U) for T of Proposi- 
tion 2.2. Standard arguments show that if we already have an algebra R yielding 
U and B as in Section 1, then R M (RI , G, U, B). 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose n, = n2 = ... = n, = 2 and 5 is an automorphism 
of K of degree ,<2, commuting with every element of G. If R, has an involution 
whose restriction to K is 5 and if U satisfies (8) and (9) then for each i there is an 
element cxi in F with a<[(oi) = 1, such that ((bi) = eibi . 
Proof. aj(5(bi) bTl)([(bi) bT’)-l = [(Ni(uif))Ni(u,i)-’ = Ni(l(u,,) ugj) = 
Ni(~pj(ujj) uij) = Ni(u,(uij) uij) = N&V,(Q)) = 1; Also, for T E Gr , 
T(5(bi) bT’)(C(bJ bY’)-l = &‘(Ni(uiT)-‘) Ni(%) = Ni(l(u,)-’ U(T) = Ni(C(uiFr)-l - 
c,qJ = Ni(~i(u17c,)-1 ulrc,) = 1. Thus [(b,) b;’ is fixed under Gr and Gs , so 
[(bi) by1 EF, i.e., [(bJ = c+bi for some 01~ in F. Then b, = 12(bi) = [(aibi) = 
c+[((Y~) bi ) SO oLi[(Oli) = I. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.6. (Assumptions as in Lemma 2.5.) (R, , G, U) has an involution 
whose restriction to R, is the given involution of Ii,‘, if any one of the following 
additional conditions is satisfied: 
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(12) 5 = 1 (on K); 
(13) 5 is not the identity map on F; 
(14) There exists some (R, , G, U, B) with involution of the Jirst kind (for 
suitable B C K); 
(1.5) - 1 is not a norm in K with respect to each ui . 
Moreover, in any of these cases, we canJind B such that (R, , G, U, B) has such 
an involution. 
Proof. Take B as in Theorem 1.3. We claim that it is enough to replace B 
by some {b; ,..., bi} such that ((bi) = bj f or each i for then, using Theorem 2.3, 
we could extend 6 to K’ by defining [(ai) = ai , 1 < i < q, and then we are 
done by Theorem 1.5. 
First note that if (12) holds then (10) holds vacuously. If (13) holds then by 
Hilbert’s theorem 90 we can write CY: = c$(cY;)-~ for some CX~ in F, whereby 
{;(oI;b) == or;b; d an we get (10) by replacing b; by lu;bj for each i. 
In what follows, we therefore may assume 5 fixes F, i.e., 5 E G. If [(bi) = -b, 
for some i then by Theorem 2.3 this must be true in every (R, , G, U, B); thus 
each (R, , G, U, B) lacks an involution whose restriction to K is 5, and so, by 
Remark 1.7, (R, , G, U, B) fails to have any involution of the first kind. In 
other words, if (14) holds then {(bJ = b, for all i, so we get (10) and are done. 
Finally, if [(bJ = -b, then by (4) or (4’), -1 is a norm with respect to ui . 
Q.E.D. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF AN INVOLUTION IN TERMS OF THE CENTRALIZER 
In this section we take G, = (uJ M 2, , so that G = G, x 2, . Our object 
is to characterize the involution on R in terms of the involution on R, , as an 
application of the theory of the preceding two sections. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose R = (R, , G, B, U), where G = G1 x (ul) with 
aI2 = 1, and 5 is an automorphism of K of degree 2 which commutes with every g 
in G. If R has an involution whose restriction to K is 5, then R, has both an involution 
whose restriction to K is 5, then R, has both an involution whose restriction to K 
is 5 and another involution whose restriction to K is (a1 ; the converse is true for 
5 = 1. 
Proof. (+) By Theorem 1.5 we have (8), (9), (lo), and (1 l), although (8) 
is vacuous (since there are no i, i distinct). By (1 l), R, has an involution whose 
restriction to K is 5. On the other hand, by (2”) and (11) 
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Thus, letting c: = [(~lr~c,) for all r in G, , and noting [aI = a,(u,,c,) = (’ 
(by (9)), we see R, has an involution whose restriction to K is {ur , by the 
argument of [l, Theorem 10.161. 
(c) By the argument of [ 1, Theorem 10.161, R, satisfies (11) and, more- 
over, we have cl in K such that &rr(c:) = c: ; also, for each p, r in Gr (with 
v = Tp) 
(16) (c:F ~(4 c:, = C~d*,,J *o,, . 
Define u;, = [(c:) c$. We claim, replacing ur+ by z& , that we get (2’), (2’7, 
and (9). Indeed, (2’) is vacuous and (27, (9) follow from the following verifica- 
tions: 
~&.&4” = 4b.J 5(4C’ 
= ~l(*,,.)(u1(*r,,7)-1f;(*I),7)-15f(C:) WM*,.J *,.d4c3 c,‘) 
= 5(4 ~,$(W) G’) %,r = *;ofw %,7 > yielding (2”); 
5(4,c,) = c:c(c;‘) 5(G) = 4 = bJl(4 = +;A, yielding (9). 
Having established the claim, we now extend ur to an automorphism of R, 
by the rule cr,(C7 x,z,) = C ur(x,) z&z, (for x, in K). This defines an auto- 
morphism of R, , by the same argument given in the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Thus by the Skolem-Noether theorem, there is zi in R such that z$(zi)-l = q(y) 
for all Y in R, . Hence we may replace zr by z; , thereby getting & in place of 
%7 . We are done by Theorem 1.5, since (10) is immediate (for we assumed 
5 = 1). Q.E.D. 
A related result can be had by first forgetting R and then recapturing it. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose R, = (K, Gl , {u~,~ / p, r E Gl>) is a crossed product 
with involution whose restriction to K is an automoyphism 4, such that either 
1 = 1 OY [ commutes with each automoyphism of G but does not fix the sub$eld F 
of Kfixed by G. If R, has another involution whose restriction to K over F is cul , 
then we can find R = (R, , G, B, U) as in Theorem 3.1 (i.e., R has an involution 
whose restriction to K is 5). 
Pyoof. We merely need to define {u,, / r E G,}, verify (2”) and (9), and then 
apply Theorems 2.3 and 2.6. As in Theorem 3.1(t) we take the c, satisfying 
(11) and the CL satisfying (16), and define + = ((cl) c;‘, The same verifications 
are made as in the proof of Theorem 3. I(c). Q.E.D. 
These results gain power when we bring in a splitting technique from [3]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose A is a central simple F-algebra, with subfield F, of 
dimension 2 over F, and let A, = C,(F,). A E BY,(F), i# A, E Br,(F,/F). 
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Proof. (+) is easy; cf. [14, Proposition 5.51. Conversely, suppose (*) is an 
involution of A, with F = .??(A,, *). Let W = A @,F(h) and Jr = C,(F,) M 
A, @,F(X), where h is a commuting indeterminate over F. By [3, p. 890, and 
Theorem F2] F(X) and F,(X) are “Hilbert irreducibility fields”; by [3, Theorem 
181, A, has a subfield L, maximal with respect to being symmetric under the 
natural extension of (*) from A, to x1 (given by h* = ;1), such that L can be 
embedded in a Galois extension K,, over F(X) not containing an isomorphic copy 
of FI . Thus for some number p, K = K,, OFFI is isomorphic to a maximal 
subfield of Mp(Ar); extending (*) suitably to Mp(Jr), we can make K, a symme- 
tric subfield with (*) inducing the nontrivial automorphism of K over K, . 
Now, taking 5 = 1, and noting that @‘(or) has exponent 2 (and thus has an 
involution fixing K), we apply Theorem 3.1 to see that Mp(x) has exponent 2. 
Therefore A has exponent 2, implying A has exponent 2. Q.E.D. 
Applying the same reasoning to Theorem 3.2 yields 
THEOREM 3.4. (Tignol [16, Sect. 21). I f  A, E Br,(F,/F) then there is A E 
BY,(F) slcch that A, = C,(F,). 
Actually, we have given a generic construction in Theorem 2.6, which shall 
hold us in good stead in Section 4. Theorem 3.3 is a useful tool in analyzing 
central simple algebras of exponent 2, and we shall now use it to handle the 
cyclic case. The following theorem was done in the special case of degree 4 by 
Albert [2], and his method relies heavily on the arithmetic of cyclic field ex- 
tensions of degree 4. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose R = (K, u, b) is a cyclic algebra of degree 2t, i.e., 
2x2-1 = u(x) for all x in K, and z 2t = b E F. Let KI be the $xed subfield of K 
under at, and assume KI &F(9) is a field; extend a to KI @F(9) by setting 
~(9) = ~8. Then R has exponent 2, isf -b E N,(K,) and b E N,(K, @F(zt)). 
(Here N,(x) denotes xu(x) e.0 u”“(x).) 
Proof. Take RI = C,(xt) = (KI , u, 2”). Note that (z”)(-z”) = -b, which 
is in N,(K,) i f f  R, has an involution of the second kind over F which leaves KI 
invariant, by [l, Theorem 10.161; likewise b E N,(K, @F(z?)) i f f  exp(R,) = 2. 
We conclude by applying Theorem 3.3. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose tz/? EF and R = (K, (I, b) has degree 2t. 
Assume zxrl = u(x) for all x in K and, letting KI be the fixed field under at, 
assume KI @F(9) is a field. R has exponent 2, isf b E N,(K,). 
Proof. -1 = N$d3) in Theorem 3.5. Q.E.D. 
We now are ready for a useful structure theorem, which is based on a high- 
powered theorem of Bloch [7] ; cf. [15] f  or a detailed explanation of the method. 
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THEOREM 3.7. Over a $eld with t d-1, every cyclic algebra of degree 2t and 
exponent 2 is similar to a tensor product of quaternion F-algebras. 
Proof. Write R = (K, o, b) of degree 2t, exponent 2. If t is odd then R is 
already similar to a quaternion algebra, and there is nothing to prove. Thus 
we may assume t is even. Take z such that ZX& = U(X) for all x in K. Let KI 
be the fixed subfield of K with respect to at; of course KI also is cyclic over F. 
If K, splits R then R is similar to a cyclic algebra of degree t (with maximal 
subfield KI) and exponent 2, so we are done by induction on t. Thus we may 
assume KI does not split R, implying by the double centralizer theorem [l, 
Theorem 4.131 that C,(K,) is a division algebra. (Indeed, C,(KJ has degree 2 
and is not a matrix algebra, so it must be a division algebra.) In particular 
K,(zt) is a field. 
Now we are in a position to use Corollary 3.6, to get b E N,(K,). Let us 
construct this situation generically. Let F,, be the prime field of F, and FI = 
F#dq). Taking commuting indeterminates A1 ,..., h,, , p1 ,..., pst over FI, 
let R = F,(h, ,..., hzt , pL1 ,..., &, on which we define u by u(&) = )li+i and 
u&J = pLi for all i (subscripts module 2t). Define a = xi=, (&Xi + h,+J + 
pt+&+J, a generic element of the subfield of K fixed under at. Letting b = 
N,(a), we see by standard specialization arguments that it is enough to prove 
the theorem for D = (E, u, b). (One could use here the “q-generating sets” of 
[5].) By [8, IO], for example, Z(D) is purely transcendental over FI , so we are 
done by [7]. See “added in proof.” Q.E.D. 
(The idea of the above proof was to trade in a maximal subfield for a less 
cyclic one.) 
Remark 3.8. Albert [2] gave an easy, explicit way of writing a cyclic algebra 
R of degree 4, exponent 2, as a tensor product of quaternion subalgebras, as 
follows: Clearly we may assume R is a division algebra. Then writing -b = 
ku(k) for suitable k in KI, we note (k + z2)z has square (k + a(k))b E Z(R), 
and anticommutes with s2; hence they generate a quaternion subalgebra. It 
would be very nice if this construction could be generalized. 
4. A SUGGESTED METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING COUNTEREXAMPLES 
Assume 4 EF. In this section we give a method for reducing certain out- 
standing questions to considerations on cyclic algebras of degree 4. The idea is 
to push square-central elements of (R, , G, U) down to R, . (This generalizes 
[5, Sect. 31.) The computations for carrying out specific examples promise to 
be very difficult. 
Recall from [5, Sect. 11 that a set S = (ri , r2 ,...> in R is called a q-generating 
set if 0 # ri2 E Z(R) for each i, with riri = frjri and S n C,(rJ # S n C,(rJ 
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for each i # j. Duplicating the proofs of [14, Proposition 3.2, Theorem 3.31 
yields the following result: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (Assumptions as in Lemma 2.5, with 5 = 1.) If (R, , G, U) 
is a product of quaternions and R, is a division algebra of degree 2t, then R, contains 
a tensor product of t quaternion F-algebras. 
Proof. Take a maximal q-generating set S of (R, , G, 17); clearly S has 
4gft elements. Taking the leading monomials and arguing exactly as in [5, 
Proposition 3.21, we may assume S has the form {riy? ... y: ] ri E R, , i, E (0, l} 
for each u]; a dimension count shows that for each monomial in yr ,..., ya there 
are 2Q4$ values of i yielding a corresponding element of S, so in particular we 
have 2g4t elements in S n R, . Since Z(R,) has dimension 24 over F, we get a 
q-generating set of 4t elements of R, , yielding the desired result. Q.E.D. 
One may use Proposition 4.1 in examining the sharpness of [S]; namely, 
if R has degree 8, exponent 2, and has a maximal subfield Galois over F having 
Galois group G, then need R be a product of quatemion subalgebras ? 
We turn now to the crossed-product question. 
QUESTION 4.2. Is every division algebra of degree 2t and exponent 2 a 
crossed product ? (Compare this to [4].) 
The answer is “Yes” for t < 3; cf. [14, Theorem 6.21. I believe the answer 
is “No” for t = 4 and propose here a method of attack, but the ensuing con- 
ditions determined below are extremely delicate. In view of [13, Theorem 30; 
4, Theorem 31, if the answer to Question 4.2 (for given t) is “Yes” then every 
division algebra of degree 2t has a maximal subfield Galois over the center 
with Galois group 2, x Z, x Z, x Z, . This yields 
Remark 4.3. To answer Question 4.2 negatively, it is enough to find a 
crossed product of exponent 2 which is not a crossed product with respect to 
z, x z, x z, x z, . 
PROPOSITION 4.4. There is an example of a crossed product with respect to 
Z, x Z, x Z, as in Remark 4.3, s$f there is a cyclic algebra R = (K, u, b) of 
degree 4 having the following properties: 
(i) There is an Abelian group of automorphisms G = (uo} x (ul) x (02> 
of K, with u,,” = 1 = u12 = (Tag, such that Z(R,) is the$xed subJield with respect 
to ug ; 
(ii) R, has th e Y  e involutions of the second kind, whose respective restrictions 
to K are the automorphisms u1 , u2 , and u1u2 . 
(iii) There do not exist two commuting Z(R,)-independent elements of 
R, - Z(R,) whose squares are Jixed by G. 
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PYOO~. (-+) Write F for the fixed subfield of K under G, and write K = 
K,K,K, , where g$ leaves Kj fixed for i + j. Take R, = C,(K,K,). Now (i), 
(ii) are immediate. If there were commuting Z(R,)-independent elements a,, a2 
of R, - Z(R,), then F(a,) F(a,) K,K, would have Galois group Z, x Z, xZ, x 
Z2 over F, contrary to hypothesis, so we have (iii). 
(-) By (ii), letting N(x) denote xu,,(x)uo2(x)uo3(x), we have 
%W = Wkl) for some k, in K fixed by or ; 
49b = Wd for some k, in K fixed by cr2 ;
v2W = Wk,) for some k3 in K fixed by 01g2 .
Then b2 = (or(Z~)b)(or(o~(b)b)-~)(oru~(b>6> = N(k,ol(k2)-l k3). Let 
k, = k,a,(k,)-l k, . 
Then with G, = (us), 5 = aro2 , ~aa = 1, uIoO = k,ki’, and gaoD = k&g’, 
and with q = 2, one can use Theorem 1.5 to show that D = (R, , G, U) has 
exponent 2. If D has a maximal subfield L Galois over Z(D) with Galois group 
Z, x Z, x Z2 x Z, then, letting H = Z(D), we have L = H(f, ,fi ,f3 ,f4) for 
suitable fi such that fi” E H, 1 < i < 4; in the notation of Section2, we may 
assume each fi E 8. Clearly Z(fi)2 E H and Z(fJ Z(f,) = Z(fj) Z(fJ, 1 < i, j $ 4. 
Thus H(Z(fd, Z(fi), Z(fJ, Z(fd) is a subfield L’ of D. We claim [L’ : H] = 16. 
Otherwise we may assume Z(fJ E H(Z(f,), Z(f3), Z(f4)). There is some h in 
I? n C,(H(f2 , f3 , f4)) such that kfi = -f$z, by the Skolem-Noether theorem. 
Thus Z(h) Z(fl) = -Z(fJ Z(k) but Z(h) Z(fi) = Z(fJ Z(k) for i = 2, 3, 4, which is 
contrary to supposition. Hence we have our claim. 
Now we may replace each fi by Z(fi), 1 < i < 4, so fi has the form r&y?, 
for suitable yi in R, ; in view of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 we may assume further 
that0 < i , r , i2 < 1. We claim that we may in fact take eachfi in R, , 1 < i < 4. 
Well, otherwise we may assume fi $ R, . Then fi = yly, where y = y1 , ya , or 
yrya . Letting K be the centralizer of y in K,K, , we see that fi and R generate 
a quaternion H-subalgebra Q of D, so D M Q @ D’ for some H-subalgebra D’ 
of degree 8, exponent 2. Then D’ is a crossed product with Galois group 
Z, x Z, x Z, , so we replace fi , f3 , f4 by elements of D’, and fi by that element 
k of K such that k2 E H. Repeating the procedure of this proof so far on D’ 
yields the claim. 
But now each fi E R, , so clearly two of them are Z(R,)-independent and 
not in Z(R,). Q.E.D. 
Note added in proof 1. In Theorem 2.6, under hypothesis of condition (13), we must 
must change the original B to get the desired involution, and thus alter the ring (Ri , G, U); 
nevertheless, by the given argument we can still find some new B such that (R, , G, U, B) 
has the desired involution, so Theorem 3.2 remains valid. 
2. The conclusion of Theorem 3.5 can be strengthened to, “R has exponent 2, iff 
-b E NJK,).” Indeed, one direction is trivial: if -b = k1 *-* u*-‘(k,) with kl E ICI then 
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ut(kl) = k, , so b2 = (-b)2 = k, ..a u2’-‘(k1) and R has exponent 2; the converse was 
proved in the text. Note this new proof is much easier, bypassing Theorem 3.3. 
3. Saltman has pointed out that, using unpublished work of Tamagawa, one can 
strengthen Theorem 3.3 to “A E BY*(F) iff Al has an involution of the second kind 
fixing F.” The methods of this paper yield an elementary proof, to appear. 
4. The proof of Theorem 3.7 is inaccurate. Preferably, write K = F( 5) where tBL E F; 
replace K by the subfield generated by the prime field of F, tfi, 5, and commuting 
-. 
indeterminates pr ,..., pzt with u(& = pr and o(I) = & - 1. The correct “generic” 
elements are K = Zii: prlei and b = -N,(k). Bloch’s theorem applies, and there are 
“enough” specializations to pass back to the original ring. 
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